Our visual system must allow us to see the form of objects in motion. Tracking objects of interest stabilises their images on the retina, but is not sufficient, as untracked images move on the retina. This problem is solved by cells tuned in both space and time, combining information about form with information about motion. The experiments reported by Nishida [6] provide strong confirmation for such mechanisms in human vision. They also suggest an extension. Without spatiotemporally tuned mechanisms, frequencies higher than the Nyquist sampling rate not only provide no information about form, they also cannot support the perception of motion itself -like the wagon-wheels of an old-time western movie, high spatial frequencies on their own signal motion in the wrong direction. So if these frequencies are used for form perception, as Nishida's results suggest, and a true sense of motion is required to extract the form, then more complex mechanisms are needed than the simple spatio-temporal cells in primary visual cortex [13] . There needs to be a mechanism capable of uniting the true motion information from low spatial-frequency mechanisms with the high spatial frequencies required for fine form analysis. This is of course possible, but perhaps calls for further verification of the role of frequencies above the Nyquist rate in spatio-temporal interpolation. One would want to be certain, for example, that eye-movements -clearly not sufficient on their own -did not supplement the pattern recognition.
Nishida [6] displayed moving targets behind a virtual 'picket fence' that obscured the scene except for the thin slits between the 'pickets', illustrated in Figure 1 . He went further by showing that more complex alphanumeric patterns, also perceived under these sampled conditions [12] , rely on spatio-temporal interpolation of the motion system. After demonstrating that eye-movements are not essential, he showed that forms created in this way can be selectively masked by a superimposed moving noise source, most effectively when the noise moves in the same direction as the moving letter, and at a similar speed. That masking motion of a certain velocity affects the percept points clearly to its role in form perception under these conditions. His second experiment is still cleverer. Using an adaptation of the reverse-correlation technique, he showed that the spatial frequencies used for the form recognition task are higher than the limit imposed by spatial sampling and therefore only available via temporal information.
What sort of mechanisms may be responsible for extracting this temporal information? Nishida [6] takes up an early suggestion that spatio-temporal interpolation may be an intrinsic property of cells in V1 itself [13] . These cells are not only tuned spatially to particular orientations [14] , but many are also directionally tuned, giving them an 'orientation' in space-time [15] . A receptive field appropriately tuned to the up-sloping segment of the 'A' grapheme will also be tuned to motion vectors roughly orthogonal to this direction. The alignment in space-time of receptive field and image creates a strong response. The receptive field does not respond well to other spatial orientations, nor to other directions of drift.
The experiments reported by Nishida [6] provide strong confirmation for such mechanisms in human vision. They also suggest an extension. Without spatiotemporally tuned mechanisms, frequencies higher than the Nyquist sampling rate not only provide no information about form, they also cannot support the perception of motion itself -like the wagon-wheels of an old-time western movie, high spatial frequencies on their own signal motion in the wrong direction. So if these frequencies are used for form perception, as Nishida's results suggest, and a true sense of motion is required to extract the form, then more complex mechanisms are needed than the simple spatio-temporal cells in primary visual cortex [13] . There needs to be a mechanism capable of uniting the true motion information from low spatial-frequency mechanisms with the high spatial frequencies required for fine form analysis. This is of course possible, but perhaps calls for further verification of the role of frequencies above the Nyquist rate in spatio-temporal interpolation. One would want to be certain, for example, that eye-movements -clearly not sufficient on their own -did not supplement the pattern recognition.
Why have complex spatio-temporal visual mechanisms evolved? To allow us to view objects moving behind picket fences? Unlikely. As well as handling sampled images, they will increase the efficiency with which vision handles any image in motion. In order to increase the signal to noise level, the visual system integrates over time, for about 100 milliseconds in daylight. During this interval, motion across a receptive field could cause considerable smear. If the receptive field itself is tuned to the image motion, however, the integration can occur without necessarily producing smear [16] .
Interestingly, recent evidence has suggested that motion smear, usually detrimental, may be useful in disambiguating the direction of motion [17] . This is a further example of the interaction between form and motion. The effects of motion smear are mimicked by Glass patterns generated from random dot patternsby superposition of a rotated or other transformed pattern with the original -that give a strong sense of global form. When a sequence of these patterns, uncorrelated with each other, is displayed over time, there is a strong impression of global motion along the path of global form, even though there is no motion energy in this direction [18] . Indeed, cells in areas MT/MST of the macaque monkey visual cortex respond to these sequences in the same way as they do to real motion [19] . Furthermore the individual patterns in a sequence can alter our perception of direction when shown as a background for motion [20] and change the direction preferences of cells in the monkey brain [19] .
We do not suggest that an understanding of the spatio-temporal mechanisms that vision possesses will make the binding problem disappear. But it may well be time to place less emphasis on the separate feats of analysis the visual system can perform and more on how its different components work in cooperation to allow us to see the dynamic world we live in. The whole of the object moving behind the slits is never visible at any instant, and if it is in depth it may be visible to one eye but not to the other. Yet observers can see what it is and its depth. This is the phenomenon of spatio-temporal interpolation, first observed for simple tasks such as vernier or stereo alignment [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . These early studies showed that the phenomenon is not due to artefacts such as pursuit eye movements -which actually 'paint' the scene onto the retina -and requires that motion be perceived.
